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Anamika celebrated her 28th birthday on 25thDecember, 2020. She

organised lunch for the all the Children and Staff from her own

hard earned money as assistance in the Kitchen. She came to KM

at the age of eight in 2000. She was differently abled and had

difficulties in communicating, remembering things and expressing

her feeling. She came to KM from adoption agency but due to her

disability no one showed any interest towards her adoption. She is

now a strong adult and helps out in the kitchen. She still lives with

us due to her special needs and KM has now become her

permanent home. She dreams to have a house of her own someday

and also dreams of getting married. We all wish that all her wishes

and dreams come true. 
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Story of the quarter :
 

Birthday Bash at Karmmarg:

 

Lets take photos with
Freindswith her friends Cake time



Thanks a lot Somfy Foundation, The Rug Company, Learn for Life, Sarla Devi, One World

Association for supporting the cause and KarmMarg

Thanks Stephanie Pigorsch, Karl J Schaefer, Tanaka TakakoVandanaSanganeria, Indu

Mittal, Rajiv Bhatia, GirishNarang, Ravi Shankar Kaushik, TanushreeDahiya,

KajalNarsimha, Manjari Sharma, Rajiv Lal, MonishaVikramKrishna,Preeti Mehta,

RadhikaBafna Kothari, Karna Singh Mehta For standing with us. 

BasanthiPasupuleti, Vandana R, Manish Sisodia

 We also wholeheartedly appreciates Erika

from USA and Micro Land for donating 10

laptops to us. The children are so thankful

and understand the importance of

connecting digitally. Due to this we have

been able to make our children participate

in numerous online activities,

 programmes, classes and webinars. This

is helping them to grasp more information

and also retain it for a longer time. They

keep researching on different subjects and

are fascinated by different topics right

from history to science. Connecting

digitally has made them better learners.
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We are grateful to all our supporters and well-wishers for all the
support extended during these difficult times.

Our Supporters

Direct Beneficiaries of the quarter – 55 

Children under permanent care: 32

Children under Short stay program: 09

Youth under after care program: 07

Ran away Child:        01

Children rehabilitated back to Family:      02

Children who are getting educational help:04

KM beneficiaries



The Children at Karmmarg are all talented and

gifted in their own way. To harness this and for

them to use their full potential we need to

introduce them to right mentors. These mentors

can help them get better at their skills and point

them toward the right direction for success.The

youth at Karmmarg needs career guidance and

counselling to make a bright future for

themselves. They are all motivated, dedicated and

hardworking but need to be pushed in the right

direction so that they can gain the maximum

benefit out of their situations. Getting right

mentors and coaches has been a challenge.

We are trying to collaborate with few new funding agencies in India for smooth running of KM

Home. Happy team members are the backbone to Karmmarg. We would like our team members

to be happy and motivated so that KM Children are happy and motivated.  We are facing little

difficulties to make adequate payment to all our team members because of new FCRA rules.

ChallengesChallengesChallenges



All the kids thoroughly enjoyed the process

of shooting and keenly observed the art of

film making. The Director, Pankaj was very

fond of the children of Karmmarg and was

quite impressed by their performance. He

helped them get ready for the process and

mentored them every step of the way. The

children are extremely excited and eager to

see themselves on screen for the first

time.They worked extremely hard to prepare

for this and are looking forward to

participate in more such experiences in the

future.

Snapshot of this Quarter

Modi Care Foundation conducted a life

skill workshop for five days in the month

of February, 2021. All the teens attended

and participated with complete attention

and interest. Children quickly became

comfortable and started interacting with

workshop members. This workshop

helped them in navigating their way

through some of the challenges they are

going through as teenagers. .Children felt

understood and learned about all the

challenges while going through puberty.

These are some valuable and life-long

lessons that will stay with them.

Modi Care
 Life skill workshop

Our Small Screen Superstars:

Four of our very own children Sohan, Simran, Sidharth and Abhishek were selected for a movie

which will be streamed on Netflix in 2021. Sohan is one of the most talented kids and due to his

exceptional acting skills he bagged the second lead role in the film. 



 Maths & Science Online class still continue and

children are getting benefited with it a lot. 

Workshop conducted by Aavishkaar and funded by

Empowerhas been great way for children to learn Maths

and Science. Children are becoming more efficient in

Maths and Science day by day. Learning from the

workshop is not confined to KM children. Elder

children take upon responsibility of teaching younger

children of KM and nearby village children in a creative

and fun manner. This helps them adapt to the

leadership roles and helps them think on their feet,

become more patient, be more confident while speaking

and also understand concepts clearly.

 

Education and Learning
 The children have had an increased interest in learning things online. At first, it was difficult for

them to concentrate and focus but slowly and steadily they started adapting to it and using this tool to

the best of their ability and advantage. They are now introduced to a whole new world and side of

education. This is helping them learn more things in a more interesting and efficient way.

MahimaChutanihas introduced some French

words in their daily vocabulary. The

children love this exciting challenge and it is

helping them grasp the language and learn it

better. They are showing considerable

improvement every day. Learning a new

language has widened their horizon. It is

making them more confident and increasing

their knowledge. Always grateful to Mahima

Chutani. 

Empower - <https://www.facebook.com/empowerweb.>

Aavishkaar :<https://www.facebook.com/AavishkaarPalampur>

One of the main objectives of this workshop is to make sure few children become a leader and start

teaching primary level. The girls and boys at KM have taken interest and initiative to mould themselves

into the role of student leader. This will help them in pursuing a higher education in maths and science.

Here is the link to know more about Empower & Aavishkaar

Aavishkar core group teaching primary level
maths



Karmmarg has always adopted the attitude of learning through

experiencing. For this reason, we have started work in five

areas such as carpentry, stitching and embroidery, new creation

from waste and farming. This initiative is to make children

learn and understand actual realities of these jobs. All children

look forward to each and every activity and are trying to master

them all. This is organized in the campus after online classes.

These small experiences are helping them to be more

independent and self reliant. This way in the future they know

they hold experiences that can help them. Learning new skills

like these also give them new perspectives on different fields of

work.

 One of Karmmarg’s star students created his very own voice assistant aka ‘Jarvis’ on python with limited

outside help. He was mentored by Hanish, who was overwhelmed by his passion and hardwork. We are

actively trying to connect Siddharth to the right people in the IT sector who can help hone his skills and

help him achieve new heights. Siddharth has inspired his fellow mates and they are all very passionate

and involved in creating new technologies and carve their way into the IT sector. Angy is another mentor

who is teaching coding to two girls of KM. Thank You to Hanish and Angy

The children are continuing with

their Adore India Classes and their

spoken English is getting better.

They are getting more confident

and fluent in speaking the

language.They can now make and

holdconversations in English and

are no longer nervous while

speaking to their peers or elders.

Art Reach once again selected KM for their Teach for

fellowship program. But this time it will be conducted online

and through exhibition. The children will display their

artwork online. It started on 30thNovember, 2020.Twelve

children participated in this workshop and they are

enthusiastically waiting to learn and display their artistic

abilities. All these class are form distance learning through

online which has become an integral part of learning for the

Children.



Health and Hygiene: 

One of our boys, Raju broke his ankle while playing football. Dr. Mathew from St Stephens treated him and

Raju was so thankful to him.All the expenses were taken care by Ms, AnuradhaGoeland many thanks to

PreetiAggarwal for connecting us to Anuradhaji, Raju was extremely grateful for the help and is looking

forward to speedy recovery and playing again.

We are so lucky and grateful to all the members and their hard work. We are secure from COVID-19 and

doing very well. It has taken a lot of time, management, effort, patience and dedication to keep such a large

group of children and staff safe.

On top of making sure that everyone is safe and everything is sanitised we also make sure that the children

lead healthy lives mentally and physically. A lot of emphasis is put on nutritious food and a well balanced

diet. They lead a disciplined but well balanced life. Equal importance is given to play, studies and other

activities.

Festival and Celebrations: 

With this quarter came numerous festivals and the children celebrated all. They eagerly took part in Diwali

and decided to celebrate it without crackers in an eco-friendly way. They did participate in other activities like

rangoli and making sweets. During Christmas and New Yearseve they sang carols, received new clothes, had

dance parties and played tons of games. Each year the children and staff at KM are making their own

traditions and are finding new innovative ways to celebrate these special occasions. 

Celebrating the festival of lights at Karmmarg



Eventually we got few orders after eight months. Candles and festival items did

moderate business in this quarter. There is marginal increase in online sales. Women

have started coming and working. We are trying to generate business through various

sources in order to make regular payment to our Jugaad women. Though it has been a

challenging task to generate continuous income for all the women and young adults

related with Jugaad since business is down because of the pandemic.

Our masks

Jugaad women started their workShop reopen with new look

JugaadJugaadJugaad

Our Diwali Products


